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Employees require instant access to the best ideas, official policies, and documents they need. Existing business 
systems have advanced search, including NetDocuments, but only for the universe it manages. But now, with 
NetKnowledge, you access a single, authoritative source to your organization’s best or official answer. 

A Better Way to Search
Every day, the number of information, documents, and platforms utilized in your company grows. Too many different 
systems create confusion and poor alignment. NetKnowledge helps organizations bring all their information and 
documents together to form a single source of truth, so your users don’t have to perform multiple searches in 
different places to get the information they need. 

Here’s a few of the many ways that NetKnowledge simplifies processes, streamlines information, and helps 
employees find what they need – instantly.

Whereas enterprise search requires much customization and metadata mapping, NetKnowledge lets you combine 
the wisdom of your company to create value and deliver the results employees need instantly, while keeping sensitive 
information accessible to only those with proper access rights.

With NetKnowledge, Employees Can:

• Locate key documents, experts, business partners, 
and other information previously locked in business 
applications without searching one location at a time 

• Curate best practices through knowledge management 
contributions or key term boosting to highlight official 
answers

• Increase confidence knowing the best information is 
located through one user experience

• Know that content security is respected to reduce risk

With NetKnowledge IT Teams Can:

• Provide personalized search results yet not have to 
cache NetDocuments content for local indexing, as 
NetKnowledge includes NetDocuments content in 
searches through “federation”

• Gain flexible options for search engines to power 
NetKnowledge, protecting your investment, including 
SharePoint, Elastic Search, SOLR or Azure Cognitive 
Search 

• Run in your data center or Microsoft Azure with ability to 
index 50+ enterprise systems through connectors

Most employees spend nearly 2 hours a day searching for documents. 
Save your employees time with an easier way to find documents in your 
organization – instantly.

To learn more about NetKnowledge powered by BA Insight, 
contact your NetDocuments representative at (866) 638-3627.

https://www.netdocuments.com/

